The Heat Transfer Characteristics in Stepped Hole of Traditional Metal Materials Induced by Stepped Film Holes
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Abstract: With the increase of temperature requirement, the application of metal matrix materials is gradually reduced due to its poor temperature resistance. In order to improve the application of traditional metal based materials, new cooling technology must be developed to meet the application of metal based materials. In this paper, the cooling flow field of cylindrical hole and two kinds of stepped film holes based on metal materials is simulated by large eddy method(LES), the development of vortex structure and flow characteristics in the mixing area of coolant flow and mainstream are analyzed and studied. The distribution is strongly effected by stronger thermal convection compared with the new temperature resistant material. The results show that four kinds of vortices form downstream the film hole, namely, horseshoes vortex, shear layer vortex, hairpin vortex and the counter rotate vortex pair (CVP). The CVRP formed on the stepped plane which strongly influences the flow and heat transfer of downstream, which is more evident in metal based materials, especially resulted by its isotropic features. Compared with the cylindrical film hole, the structure of step plane efficiently decreases the coolant flow velocity which results in a decrease of the CVP intensity so that the cooling film is adherent to the wall. The thermal conductivity of metal base material is strong, which has a great influence on the temperature distribution inside the wall. Velocity pulsation tightly influenced by CVP, in where the CVP intensity is strong, velocity pulsation is also strong so that the coolant flow strongly mixes with the mainstream. The flow velocity and velocity pulsation decrease with the increasing of the area ratio of stepped hole. The influence of geometric parameters on the heat transfer performance is mainly due to the high heat transfer performance of the metal matrix material.
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1. Introduction

Film cooling is a kind of cooling technology widely used in gas turbine combustion chamber, turbine blade and other high temperature components. Most of the numerical simulation investigations in industry are carried out by RANS turbulence model. Since the gas flowing out of the film hole will form a complex vortex structure during mixing with the mainstream, it is of great significance to reveal the vortex developing and formation mechanism for the further understanding of film cooling mechanism and the optimization of the film cooling design [1-10].

The flow essence of gas film orifice jet is JICF (Jet In Cross Flow). Kamotani and Greber 1 may be the earliest to systematically describe the downstream structure of jet. Their research showed that a counter vortex pair is observed in the jet wake and can affect the downstream flow field which propagates far away. Kruse 2 studied the topological structure of the downstream flow of the isolated inclined hole, and described the interaction process between holes in the case of a single row
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hole jet. Fric and Roshko 11 used the flow field display technique to measure the vortex structure downstream of the film hole. It is pointed out that the vortex system near the film hole is mainly composed of four kinds of vortices, namely, horseshoe vortex, shear vortex, wake vortex and CVP. Kelso et al. 13 measured the generation and evolution of spin disaster in jet wake by laser scanner. The measurement results showed that the pulsation of wake vortex is widely distributed on the length scale. Andreopoulos 14 studied the vortex structure and mixing process in vertical jet wake by spectral analysis. Sarkar 15 studied the generation and evolution of vortex structures by LES. Tyagi and Acharya 16 performed LES for a row of inclined round film hole. They reported that the hairpin-vortex dominates the flow field and the leg of hairpin structure is the origination of CVP while the head is associated with roller vortex. El-Gabry et al. 17 measured the wake of inclined film hole by hot-wire anemometer. They pointed out that flow direction and lateral pulsation dominate the wake. Bidan et al. [18, 19] investigated the vortices structure both under unforced and forced conditions numerically. Kalghatgi and Acharya 20 performed LES for a single round inclined cooling jet of 35 deg and discussed the evolution of Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) vortex, hairpin vortex and CVP structures. Sakai et al. 21 concluded that the hanging vortex and hairpin vortex are the origins of CVP at low density ratio while the hanging vortex and the shear jet vortex are the source of CVP at high density ratio. Wang Chunhua et al. 22 investigated the flow from converging-slot and fan shaped hole numerically adopting LES method. Bo Zhang et al. [24-31] experimentally investigated the influence of lamillloy cooling structure on flow and heat transfer characteristics.

A new scheme was developed simplified on the basic of the lamillloy structure by merging the two imp/film plates into one, whose excellent heat transfer characteristics was reported in [16]. Since the scheme (stepped hole structure) has achieved good cooling effect, its internal mechanism has attracted many researchers' interest. In this paper, the cooling flow field of stepped film holes with different aperture ratio are studied by using the large eddy simulation method, and the jet trace, large-scale coherent structures and velocity pulsation characteristics of the three models are analyzed.

2. Mathematical Formulations and Numerical Modeling

2.1. Governing Equation and Subgrid-Scale Stress Model

In the large eddy simulation, the N-S equations are filtered by establishing the filter function, and the motion behavior of the large scale vortex is solved explicitly, while the small vortex is modeled by the sub-grid model. In this paper, the dynamic Smagorinsky model is used to average the instantaneous variables of each flow field on the grid scale. The instantaneous variables $\phi(x, t)$ are divided into large scale $\phi'(x, t)$ and small scale $\bar{\phi}(x, t)$ by filtering, and the $\bar{\phi}(x, t)$ are obtained by following weighted integral:

$$\bar{\phi}(x, t) = \int_{\Omega} G(x - x', \Delta) \phi(x', t) dx' $$

where $G(x - x', \Delta)$ is the filter function, $\Omega$ is the computational region, and $\Delta$ is filter width, which is related to the grid resolution. When the filtering function represented by formula (1) is used to deal with the N-S equation of incompressible flow in instantaneous state, the continuity and momentum equations can be presented as follows:
\[
\frac{\partial \bar{u}_j}{\partial \bar{x}_j} = 0
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

\[
\frac{\partial \bar{u}_i}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (\bar{u}_j \bar{u}_i)}{\partial \bar{x}_j} = \bar{f}_i - \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial \bar{p}}{\partial \bar{x}_i} + \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial (\tau_{ij} + \tau_{ij, SGS})}{\partial \bar{x}_j}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where \( \tau_{ij, SGS} = -\rho (\bar{u}_i \bar{u}_j - \bar{u}_i \bar{u}_j) \) is the subgrid-scale stress, and the idea of subgrid-scale stress models is based on eddy viscosity assumption in RANS, and its expression is as follows:

\[
\tau_{ij, SGS} - \frac{1}{3} \tau_{kk, SGS} \delta_{ij} = 2 \mu_{SGS} \bar{S}_{ij}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where \( \mu_{SGS} \) is the eddy viscosity coefficient, which can be obtained from the sub-grid model, and \( \mu_{SGS} = (C_s \Delta)^2 |\bar{S}| \), thus

\[
\tau_{ij, SGS} - \frac{1}{3} \tau_{kk, SGS} \delta_{ij} = 2 \rho (C_s \Delta)^2 |\bar{S}| \bar{S}_{ij}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where \( C_s \) is the Smagorinsky constant, which depends on the motion state and properties of the fluid. The formula (5) is the stress term obtained after considering the influence of small eddy, that is, subgrid-scale stress.

2.2. Physical Model

Based on the cold flow channel and heat flow channel of an engine combustion chamber, the height of cold flow channel is 21mm and the height of heat flow channel is 42mm. Due to the periodicity of film hole arrangement, four film holes are selected in circumferential direction as the research object, the period length of perforate plate is 10.9mm, the distance between film hole and inlet is 20mm, and the distance from outlet is 55mm (as shown in Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Sketch of computational domain](image-url)
Figure 2 and Figure 3. The inclination angle of gas film hole of the three models is 20 °, and the stepped hole is composed of two parts, where D1 represents the bigger area of stepped hole, D2 represents the smaller area of stepped hole, H1 is the height of the bigger stepped hole, and H2 is the height of the smaller stepped hole, and its parameters are shown in table 1 below. And the details of the stepped hole are shown in Figure 3.
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**Table 1. Geometry parameter of film hole**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>D1(mm)</th>
<th>D2(mm)</th>
<th>H1/H2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model2</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model3</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Grid Generation and Boundary Conditions

According to the physical model of this paper, the accuracy and resources of the calculation are considered comprehensively, and dense grids are applied adhere to the wall of the hot side to meet the requirements of high gradient of temperature and velocity near wall. In this paper, the structured grids are used (seen in Figure 4), and the range of y⁺ is 0.5~2. After the verification of grid independence, the total amount of grid is about 3.1 million. In this paper, the boundary conditions of the model are set as follows: the velocity of the given heat flow channel is 50m/s, and the velocity of the cold flow channel is 40 m/s.
2.4. Discrete Format and Algorithm

The software Ansys-Fluent is used to conduct the simulations in this paper. The second-order upwind difference scheme is adopted for each equation, and the convergence judgment standard of the numerical solution is the relative residual of each physical quantity is less than $10^{-7}$. The minimum grid scale $\Delta x_{\text{min}} = 0.005\text{mm}$, the maximum flow speed of the fluid $U_{\text{max}} = 50 \text{ m/s}$, the minimum time $\Delta t = 10^{-7}\text{s}$, in order to observe the generation of vortex structure, the time step is set to $10^{-7}\text{s}$ first, and then the time step size is adjusted to $10^{-6}\text{s}$, so as to improve the calculation iteration speed, the iterative calculation is 50,000 steps in total. And the calculation flow is ensured to flow through the whole computational domain.

2.5. Vortex Structure Analysis Method

In the paper, the definition of vortex core are proposed based on the Q criterion of velocity tensor $u$, the Q function is defined as

$$Q = \frac{1}{2} (\Omega_{ij} \Omega_{ij} - S_{ij} S_{ij})$$

Where $\Omega_{ij}$ and $S_{ij}$ are defined as

$$\Omega_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} - \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_i} \right)$$

$$S_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_i} \right)$$

The vortex structure is dominant in this region. Jeong and Hussai also pointed out that the local pressure should be minimum when the Q criterion is used to indicate the existence of the vortex core.

3. Numerical Simulation results

3.1. Evolution Process of Coolant Outflow and Cooling Efficiency Diagram

The three models have similar vortex structure of the formation process, while the vortex structure evolution process of Model 2 is selected to describe in this section, which is shown in Figure 4. The vortex structure of the film hole cooling flow field is identified by Q criterion, and vortex structure is colored by velocity.
As shown in Figure (a), the mainstream forms a horseshoe vortex surrounding around the base of coolant jet because the flow is blocked by coolant flow upstream of the jet, the horseshoe vortex forms a smaller wake vortex on both sides of the jet in the downstream flow process, when the coolant flow ejects out of the film hole at a faster velocity, a shear vortex will be formed in the interface with the mainstream. However, the shear vortex was too small to be captured in this simulation. At the same time, the coolant jet incessantly entrains the mainstream, forms a hairpin vortex structure, and rises continuously in the process of downstream flow. Due to the decrease of local pressure caused by the mainstream below the jet, a part of gas of the hairpin vortex replenished downward, the mainstream is absorbed again and the second hairpin vortex continues to rise. Therefore, in the process of downstream flow, the coolant flow continuously entrains the main flow and mixes it to form hairpin vortexes [20, 32-40].

When the flow is fully developed, as shown in Figure (b), the coolant flow strongly mixed with the mainstream to form a CVP, which has strong energy and is a large scale vortex in the film cooling flow field. These vortex structures make the coolant flow entrain the mainstream and greatly enhance the heat transfer between the plate wall and the coolant flow. Besides, these large scale vortexes maintain their structure from near field to far field so that they influence the flow and heat transfer of the downstream flow field.

3.2. Flow Field and Thermal Side Cooling Efficiency

As shown in Figure presents velocity field and streamline through hole central plane of three models. Compared with Model 1, Model 2 and Model 3 have an impact on the stepped plane which reduces the jet velocity, suppress the penetration of coolant jet to the mainstream, and the cooling film adheres to the wall better (shown in the red dotted line). The separation area of cooling air flow in the film hole decreases in turn, as shown in the white circle in the figure, which results from the equal cross section of film hole in Model 1. And the velocity increases due to the decrease of the flow area after the cooling gas flows into the film hole, which leads to a larger separation area. Since the cooling gas velocity of Model 2 and Model 3 decreases on the stepped plane, the separation area in the small hole is smaller than that in Model 1. In addition, because the impact platform of Model 3 is larger than that of Model 2, the velocity decreases more on the stepped plane, so the separation zone inside
the hole is smaller and the cooling film is closer to the wall [20-22, 41-49].

Figure 6. Velocity and streamline distribution through hole central plane of three models

In order to further observe the flow of coolant jet downstream, choosing the cross sections of \( x = 26, \ x = 28 \) and \( x=30 \) (shown by black solid line in Figure ) and named as section I, II and III, respectively, which is convenient for the next analysis and discussion.

3.3. Vortex distribution in Sections I, II and III of different models

Figure -9 present the vorticity distribution of three models in section I, II and III. In section I (Figure 7), the vorticity of the stepped hole decreases in the height direction, and with the increase of the stepped hole area ratio \((d1/d2)\), the vorticity distribution remain similar, while the amplitude increases. The increasing of CVP enhances the convective heat transfer between coolant and walls inside holes, and reduces the coolant velocity downwards, causes good adherence of coolant to wall.

Figure 7. Vorticity of three models in section I
With the development of the flow at downstream, the vortex influences larger region in section II and section III in the three models (shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9), which indicates that the influence field of CVP grows larger, and the mixing of coolant flow and mainstream increase in all directions. Taking Model 1 as example, the height of vortex in Z direction grows from -1mm in section I to -1.5mm in section II and even -2mm in section III. Which indicates that the coolant flow continuously entrains the mainstream in downstream region, for the CVP gradually increase and the vorticity in height direction increases [13-15].

The vorticity in section II and section III of three models are similar, as in section I. It can be concluded that the vorticity of Model 3, Model 2 and Model1 increase gradually in the same cross section, indicating mixing inside holes are enhanced with the area ratio. Further, in downstream, the mixing of coolant and mainstream decreases, and the diffusion in height direction is weak too, which favors the cooling film adherence to the wall, which is consistent with the streamlines in Figure 9.

3.4. Y component in Velocity Distribution in Different Sections

Figure 10 shows component of velocity in Y direction in sections I, II and III of three models. Overall, the velocity components of three models reduce gradually from position I to III. Take model...
I as example, the coolant flows continuously mixes with the mainstream as it goes downstream, results in a gradual decrease in the momentum and velocity. At position I, the component in Y direction of velocities of the three models are about 6m/s. When the flow comes to the II cross section, strongly mixing and momentum exchange occur in span wise direction because of the formation of the CVP, so at position II and III, component of velocity in Z direction decreases lower than 3m/s and 1m/s, respectively. The diffusion of film in lateral direction decreases along X direction, causing by the mixing between coolant and mainstream. The distributions of different models are similar, and the velocity components decreases with the increase of the area ratio. However, the effected region in Z direction is almost the same in different models [11,12, 13].

![Figure 10](image1.jpg)

Figure 10. The mean velocity in the z direction in the cross section at positions I, II and III

Figure shows component of velocity in Z direction in sections I, II and III of three models. At position I near the film hole outlet, the small velocity in z direction (caused by the small inclined angle) do not induce strongly mixing with the mainstream. As the coolant flow flows downstream, the momentum and the component of velocity in Z direction both decrease. In the same position, the enhanced impingement reduces the coolant flow velocity as area ratio increases.

![Figure 3](image2.jpg)

Figure 3. The fluctuating velocity in the y direction in the cross section at positions I, II and III

4. Conclusions

The flow and heat transfer characteristics of inclined stepped holes with different area ratio are numerically investigated using the large eddy simulation method, which are compared with
cylindrical hole model. The main conclusions are as following:

(1) Compared with the cylindrical hole, the flow velocity of the coolant flow inside the stepped film holes decreases after impinging on the stepped plane. As area ratio increases, the impinging is enhanced, while coolant flow velocity decreases further.

(2) The strong CVP structure forms when flow field fully develops. The coolant flow results strongly momentum and heat exchanging with the mainstream in upstream, leads an greatly heat transfer in flow field downstream. The intensity of the CVP decreases, the component in radius direction of velocity decreases, and the cooling film adheres to the wall better.
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